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Jakarta, Communications and Information Technology - Vice President 
Boediono said Indonesia could provide a good education on disaster 
management to the participating nations of Asia Media Summit Climate 
Change, ICTs and Disaster Risk Reduction (CCIDRR), so that the 
impact of disasters can be minimized. 

We can share the experience of this disaster as a learning medium for 
negara2 neighbors to deal with disasters, Boediono said in his speech 
during the opening of the Forum of Asia Media Summit Climate Change, 
ICTs and Disaster Risk Reduction (CCIDRR) at Hotel Borobudur, 
Jakarta, Thursday (5/6). 

According to him, Indonesia should be made learning interesting 
because it is the area most vulnerable to disasters and the government 
of Indonesia has prepared penanggulan in the event of a disaster. 
"Indonesia has prepared a variety of efforts to deal with the disaster that 
hit the region", he said. 

 



In his speech, Boediono hope, through this Summit Media forum all 
media coming from all over the world were able to disseminate the 
information from this activity. In order for countries prone to take 
palajaran about disaster management. "Indonesia is very often affected. 
All of this is the responsibility of the media as a means of spreading 
information of disaster ", he explained. 

The media were also asked to provide a synergy of positive effects in 
terms of disaster management as well as information that is true and is 
equipped with the facts. "With no cooperation about this I'm sure we can 
together to minimize the impact of the disaster there," Boediono said. 

Meanwhile, the Minister of Communications and Information 
Technology (MCIT) Tifatul Sembiring said that, in the Asia-Pacific region 
suffered the most because of frequent disasters. 

Media to be one powerful way to tell early warning, so that a disaster-
affected area were able to evacuate it, said Tifatul. 

He hopes to attend media night for sharing with sharing his experience 
in dealing with disasters that may be an interesting learning in dealing 
with disasters. "This forum is very suitable to alleviate this problem, 
because it is through the media to tell all the people to care about this," 
said Tifatul. 

Forum Asia Media Summit Climate Change, ICTs and Disaster Risk 
Reduction (CCIDRR) will discuss the various issues surrounding the 
role of the media in enlighten, educate, and raise awareness about 
climate change and disaster risk reduction. 

CCIDRR Forum Asia Media Summit will take place at 4-6 June 2014, 
and was attended by the media community, government 
representatives from about 38 member countries of Asian Broadcasting 
Union (ABU), observers representing NGOs on Climate Change 
(Climate Change) and disaster management activists from the countries 
of Europe, Africa and Latin America. 

Will appear as a speaker at the Asia Media Summit Forum CCIDRR, 
including Javad Mottaghi ABU Secretary-General, the Minister of 
Communications and Information Technology Tifatul Sembiring, Head of 
BNPB Syamsul Maarif, Chairman of the Indonesian Red Cross (PMI) 
Jusuf Kalla (Chairman PMI), and Head of Geological Agency Surono 
(Az) .	  


